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Resin jewelry is made from liquid plastic that magically turns solid when a hardener is added. Pretty

cool! The popularity of these resins for jewelry making has soared with the introduction of

easy-to-mix, low-odor products, ideal for crafters. Now best-selling author Sherri Haab shows how

to put the miracle of modern technology to work making necklaces, bangles, bracelets, pins,

earrings, and rings. Projects range from simple to sophisticated, from Bakelite-style heart pins to

faux amber earrings to glitter gem bracelets, from scrimshaw bracelets to cloisonnÃ© pins to

transparent resin necklaces backed with gold leaf. Packed with tips on tools, supplies, finishing, and

creating special effects, including ideas on combining resins with polymer clay, The Art of Resin

Jewelry is a beautiful and practical introduction to an exciting craft.
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Ever since I saw my first superchunky, gorgeous colored resin bangle, available for sale at an online

store back in the early 2000's, I have been intrigued by the mystique of always different resin

jewelry. Yes I kick myself to this day that I never bought that bangle!Now I spot brilliant fabulous

clear resin jewlery, with pretty silver embellishments, and inlaid semiprecious stones, for sale online.

I see resin as well on etsy with yummy looking real candy pieces or sprinkles and glitter floating

cheerily in the molded colorful bangles or pendants.Well, I have finally broken down and bought my

own how to book, from the best teacher around, and I am thrilled! Now that I own this award winning

book, The Art of Resin Jewelry, by Sherri Haab, I can stop looking and start doing! Having already



"devoured" this great book, I plan to get to work (or to play!) as soon as possible! I am hoping to

stretch my imagination to the fullest, and to see what I can do as well, with resin as my launching

pad!Sherri Haab is the perfect guide for a neophyte like me! I need HER clear writing style. I need

the fun of seeing the variety of her projects, such as her high art "Pod Bead" bracelet, shown in two

colors, and her ultra hip Techno Polymer Clay Bezels (which obviously use more than just resin as

the medium you work with). That second project I just mention comes from a whole section in the

book she offers which is called "Combining Resin With Polymer Clay". Everthing is so

fascinating!The author is straightforward in her writing style and her book is great, in the manner in

which she assists the reader to take the intial steps toward learning how to create coated resin,

casted, molded or combined medium resin jewelry.
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